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The high rates of recurrence and low median survival in 
many B-cell cancers highlight a need for new targeted 
therapeutic modalities. In dividing cells, eukaryotic 
translation initiation factor 5A (eIF5A) is hypusinated and 
involved in regulation of protein synthesis and prolifera-
tion, whereas the non-hypusinated form of eIF5A is a 
potent inducer of cell death in malignant cells. Here, we 
demonstrate the potential of modulating eIF5A expres-
sion as a novel approach to treating B-cell cancers. 
SNS01-T is a nonviral polyethylenimine-based nanopar-
ticle, designed to induce apoptosis selectively in B-cell 
cancers by small interfering RNA–mediated suppression 
of hypusinated eIF5A and plasmid-based overexpression 
of a non-hypusinable eIF5A mutant. In this study, we 
show that SNS01-T is preferentially taken up by malig-
nant B cells, inhibits tumor growth in multiple animal 
models of B-cell cancers without damaging normal tis-
sues, and synergizes with the current therapies bortezo-
mib and lenalidomide to inhibit tumor progression. The 
results collectively demonstrate the potential of SNS01-T 
as a novel therapeutic for treatment of a diverse range of 
B-cell malignancies.
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INTRODUCTION
B-cell malignancies represent a significant proportion of lymphoid 
neoplasias diagnosed every year in North America. Neoplasms 
such as multiple myeloma (MM) and mantle cell lymphoma 
(MCL) are aggressive, incurable, and frequently relapse, con-
tributing to short median survival.1,2 Even in diffuse large B-cell 
lymphoma (DLBCL), where the majority of patients respond 
to conventional treatments, a significant proportion of patients 
relapse, requiring stem cell transplants or secondary treatments 
to which some remain refractory.3 The current poor overall sur-
vival and the difficulty in achieving long-lasting remissions with 
conventional approaches highlight the urgency to develop novel 
therapeutic treatments to target B-cell cancers.

Initially identified as a translation initiation factor, eukary-
otic translational initiation factor 5A (eIF5A) is now known to 

be involved in many cellular functions, including messenger 
RNA (mRNA) shuttling, stress granule formation, proliferation, 
and apoptosis.1,4–15 EIF5A is the only known protein to be modi-
fied by conversion of a lysine residue to the atypical, naturally 
occurring amino acid, hypusine. In dividing cells, most eIF5A 
is hypusinated and involved in protein synthesis and prolifera-
tion.4,5,16 Overexpression of the hypusinated form of eIF5A and 
the enzyme required for hypusine formation have been identified 
as markers of neoplastic growth.17,18 Conversely, overexpression of 
eIF5A mutants that cannot be hypusinated, including eIF5AK50A 
and eIF5AK50R, induces mitochondrial-dependent apoptosis9 in a 
number of cancer cell lines through activation of mitogen-acti-
vated protein kinase signaling pathways19 and p53.19,20 Numerous 
studies have demonstrated that the non-hypusinated form of 
eIF5A can induce apoptotic cell death in malignant cells, includ-
ing MM cells.9–12,20,21 Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) targeting 
eIF5A are potent anti-inflammatory agents,13,22 and siRNA-medi-
ated suppression of eIF5A has been shown to reduce activation of 
nuclear factor-κB, an important regulator of survival in MM, and 
enhance apoptosis induced by eIF5AK50R overexpression in MM 
cells.11 As a regulator of proliferation and apoptosis, eIF5A stands 
out as an attractive molecular target for cancer therapies, as inhib-
iting expression of the hypusine-modified form might allow for 
induction of cell death by non-hypusinable forms of the protein.

SNS01-T, a nonviral polyethylenimine (PEI)-based nanopar-
ticle comprised of both an RNAi-resistant DNA plasmid 
expressing non-hypusinable eIF5AK50R under the control of a 
B-cell–specific promoter/enhancer (pExp5A) and an eIF5A 
siRNA to reduce expression of endogenous hypusinated eIF5A, 
was designed to test the potential of targeting eIF5A in the treat-
ment of B-cell malignancies. Here, we demonstrate that SNS01-T 
efficiently transfects, and is active, in a wide variety of B-cell 
tumor cells. As well, SNS01-T has a low level of toxicity at effica-
cious doses in healthy animals, and it is effective in inhibiting 
cancer growth in xenograft models of MM, MCL, and DLBCL, 
both as monotherapy and in combination with standard-of-care 
drugs such as bortezomib and lenalidomide. Together, these 
data demonstrate the relevance of eIF5A as a therapeutic target 
and the efficacy of SNS01-T as a novel approach to the treatment 
of B-cell cancers.
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RESULTS
Physical characterization of SNS01-T
SNS01-T contains two active components: the pExp5A plas-
mid driven by the B-cell–specific B29 promoter and expressing 
eIF5AK50R, a mutant of eIF5A that is unable to undergo posttrans-
lational modification of lysine 50 to hypusine and a siRNA that 
targets the untranslated region of the human eIF5A mRNA.11 
SNS01-T contains 0.075 mg of nucleic acid/ml, is buffered in a 
5 mmol/l Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 5% glucose solution, and has a poly-
mer nitrogen/nucleic acid phosphorus (N/P) ratio of 6. SNS01-T 
nanoparticles are small, predominantly rod-shaped (Figure 1b,c), 
and relatively uniform in size (zeta diameter: 72 nm; polydisper-
sity index: 0.197) (Figure 1), as determined by dynamic light 
scattering analysis. This is critical because surface charge and 
nanoparticle size and shape can have a significant impact on cel-
lular internalization and particle stability.23,24 SNS01-T nanopar-
ticles retain these characteristics when formulated in large batches 
of up to 400 ml (Figure 1).

SNS01-T uptake and biological activity in B-cell tumor 
cells
To examine cellular uptake of SNS01-T, fluorescently-labeled 
nanoparticles (SNS01-T-fluor) having similar physical charac-
teristics as that of SNS01-T (Supplementary Table S1) were 
transfected into MM, MCL, and DLBCL cell lines (Figure 2a). A 
large proportion of MM cells were transfected by nanoparticles 
containing both plasmid and siRNA, whereas MCL and DLBCL 
cell lines had increased uptake of nanoparticles containing only 
plasmid. Confocal analysis of Roswell Park Memorial Institute 
(RPMI) 8226 MM cells further confirmed that individual cells 
can take up the plasmid and siRNA simultaneously (Figure 2b). 

Conversely, as seen in Figure 2c, SNS01-T transfected naive B 
cells (cord blood CD19+ B cells) much less efficiently than RPMI 
8226 MM cells (11 versus 53%, adjusted to PEI-negative controls), 
and cell death in response to SNS01-T was only observed in the 
MM cells (Figure 2d), likely due to differences in metabolism and 
proliferative capacity between naive B cells and cancer cells.25

We further confirmed that the nucleic acid components of 
SNS01-T were biologically active using reverse transcriptase quan-
titative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) to quantify expression 
of eIF5AK50R mRNA from the pExp5A plasmid and knockdown of 
endogenous eIF5A mRNA resulting from siRNA activity (Figure 
2e,f). Transgene expression and knockdown of endogenous eIF5A 
were detected in all MM, MCL, and DLBCL lines tested. The 
effects of SNS01-T and control nanoparticles containing a non-
expressing control plasmid and a nontargeting control siRNA 
were compared to ensure that PEI does not affect expression 
(Supplementary Figure S1a). Transfection of hepatocellular car-
cinoma cells26 with SNS01-T demonstrated that the B-cell–specific 
plasmid was expressed at extremely low levels compared with a 
nanoparticle containing a plasmid expressing the transgene under 
the control of the human EF1 promoter (Supplementary Figure 
S1b). Finally, SNS01-T was cytotoxic to a variety of MM, MCL, 
and DLBCL cell lines, having an inhibitory concentration (IC50)
range of 3.12–12.57 ng/μl for all cell lines tested (Supplementary 
Table S2). Taken together, these results indicate that SNS01-T 
transfects malignant, but not naive, B cells causing expression of 
the eIF5AK50R transgene and suppression of endogenous eIF5A 
expression, which results in death of the B-cell tumor cells.

SNS01-T inhibits tumor progression in xenograft 
models of MM, MCL, and DLBCL
Because SNS01-T exhibited potent cell-killing effects in cell cul-
ture experiments, we evaluated its antitumoral activity in animal 
models. Subcutaneous xenograft models were used to assess the 
effectiveness of SNS01-T as an anticancer therapeutic in vivo. The 
combination of an eIF5AK50R-expressing plasmid and an eIF5A 
siRNA has been shown to effectively inhibit tumor growth in a 
KAS-6/1 MM xenograft model.11 In this study, twice-weekly intra-
venous administration of either the pExp5A plasmid or the eIF5A 
siRNA alone slowed the growth of RPMI 8226 MM tumors com-
pared with control nanoparticles (one-way analysis of variance, 
Bonferroni posttest, P ≤ 0.05), whereas SNS01-T inhibited tumor 
growth more effectively than the siRNA alone (one-way analysis of 
variance, Bonferroni posttest, P ≤ 0.05) (Figure 3a). Administration 
of the single agents or SNS01-T also increased duration of survival 
(Figure 3c). Similar results were obtained in the Su-DHL6 model of 
DLBCL (Figure 3b,d), indicating that both the plasmid and siRNA 
components contribute to the activity of SNS01-T in vivo. SNS01-T 
administration inhibited tumor growth in MCL (JVM2) and 
DLBCL (Su-DHL6) tumor models in a dose-dependent manner 
(Figure 4a,b). Of note, treatment with SNS01-T at doses ≥ 0.18 mg/
kg significantly extended the life span of mice compared with the 
control-treated mice (Figure 4c,d). Importantly, SNS01-T treat-
ment resulted in decreased levels of hypusinated eIF5A and total 
eIF5A in tumor tissues, consistent with drug activity (Figure 4e). 
Collectively, these data demonstrate that SNS01-T strongly inhibits 
tumor progression in a number of B-cell malignancies.

Figure 1  Chemical and physical properties of SNS01-T nanopar-
ticles. (a) Comparison of different batch sizes of SNS01-T by dynamic 
light scattering. Values indicate the mean ± SD. (b,c) Two batches 
of SNS01-T were examined by electron microscopy. Representative 
images from (b) batch 1 and (c) batch 2 are shown at a magnifica-
tion of ×52,000 (Bar = 200 nm). Insets show individual particles (white 
arrows) at a larger scale.

Batch
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Zeta
diameter (nm)

Zeta
potential (mV)

Polydispersity
index

1 72.10 ± 9.3 34.27 ± 2.5 0.197 ± 0.06

50 68.14 ± 3.3 32.97 ± 1.0 0.121 ± 0.01

400 63.12 ± 6.6 34.23 ± 3.25 0.135 ± 0.037
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SNS01-T synergizes with standard-of-care drugs to 
induce apoptosis and inhibit tumor progression
SNS01-T was also effective in combination with standard-of-care 
drugs for MM and MCL. SNS01-T enhanced efficacy of the immu-
nomodulatory drug, lenalidomide, in xenograft models of MM and 
MCL (Figure 5). The combination treatment with SNS01-T and 
lenalidomide did not reduce tumor growth beyond that of single 
drug treatments (Figure 5a,b); however, it did significantly enhance 
survival compared with either drug alone (Figure 5c,d). This drug 
combination was particularly effective in the MM model. Responses 
after one round of treatment were so robust that after an 11-day rest 
period, another round of dosing was administered (Figure 5a,c). 
One hundred percent of the mice treated with SNS01-T and lenalid-
omide survived the 102-day study and 67% remained tumor free.

SNS01-T and the proteasomal inhibitor, bortezomib, synergis-
tically induced cytotoxicity in RPMI 8226 and KAS-6/1 MM cells 
(Figure 6a and Supplementary Figure S2a). Even more strik-
ing was the response of the two drugs together in an RPMI 8226 
xenograft model. While treatment with either SNS01-T or 0.5 mg/

kg bortezomib alone slowed tumor growth relative to the control 
nanoparticle-treated mice (59 and 39% respectively), a combi-
nation of SNS01-T (0.375 mg/kg) and bortezomib (0.5 mg/kg) 
delayed tumor growth by 89%, a statistically significant response 
compared with bortezomib alone (Figure 6b) (one-way ANOVA, 
Bonferroni posttest, P < 0.05). Western blot analysis of RMPI 8226 
showed that the combination of SNS01-T and bortezomib led to 
decreased expression of MCL-1 (Figure 6c), a prosurvival member 
of the BCL2 family that is associated with disease progression and 
drug resistance in MM and MCL.27–29 Similar results were seen in 
KAS-6/1 cells (Supplementary Figure S2b). In that case, bortezo-
mib treatment stimulated MCL-1 expression and concurrent use of 
SNS01-T prevented the overexpression of the prosurvival MCL-1. 
In accordance, there was a significant increase in apoptosis when 
KAS-6/1 cells were treated with both drugs compared with either 
drug alone (Supplementary Figure S2c and Supplementary 
Materials and Methods). Together, these data provide a rationale 
for clinical investigations of SNS01-T in combination with current 
therapies against B-cell cancers.

Figure 2 SNS01-T uptake into B-cell tumor cells. (a) Uptake of fluorescently-labeled SNS01-T into multiple myeloma (MM; n = 3), mantle cell  
lymphoma (MCL; n = 2), and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL; n = 3) cells was measured by flow cytometry. Data represent the means ± SD  
(b) Confocal images of nanoparticles in RPMI 8226 cells that contain both the plasmid (green) and small interfering RNA (siRNA; orange) (white 
arrows; Bar = 20 μm). (c) Mean uptake of fluorescently-labeled SNS01-T into naive B cells and RPMI 8226 cells ± SD (n = 2) is shown and is  
representative of two trials. (d) Mean cell death of naive B cells and RPMI 8226 cells that were treated with controls or SNS01-T ± SD (n = 2) is shown.  
(e,f) Biological activity of (e) transgene and (f) siRNA components of SNS01-T in MM (KAS-6/1), MCL (JVM2), and DLBCL (SuDHL-6) cells was 
assessed by quantitative real time PCR. The means ± SEM are plotted; asterisks indicate P values < 0.05 (Student’s t-test; n = 3). BLQ, below limit of 
quantification; RPMI, Roswell Park Memorial Institute.
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SNS01-T is well tolerated in healthy animals
SNS01-T was well tolerated at the doses and schedules examined in 
the xenograft studies as assessed by no significant changes in body 
weight and behavior (data not shown). We also examined the effects 
of SNS01-T in healthy animals. The distribution and persistence of 
the siRNA and plasmid components of SNS01-T were assessed by 
qPCR following either single or repeat-dose intravenous admin-
istration of 0.5 mg/kg of SNS01-T to healthy mice followed by a 
4-week recovery period (Figure 7a). Analysis of various organs 
revealed that the plasmid DNA was present in all tissues tested, 
including the bone marrow, after a single dose and multiple doses of 
SNS01-T (Figure 7b and Supplementary Figure S3a). The siRNA 
component of SNS01-T was present in liver, lung, heart, and kid-
ney on days 2 and 40 of the study (Figure 7c and Supplementary 
Figure S3b). There were no obvious signs of accumulation of 
SNS01-T within tissues, and both the plasmid DNA and siRNA 
were rapidly and effectively cleared from tissues after treatment was 
ended (Figure 7d and Supplementary Figure S3c). SNS01-T also 
had few toxic effects in healthy mice. No treatment-related changes 
in body weight or mortality were observed (data not shown). There 
were few significant changes in hematology and clinical chemistry 

after 6 weeks of treatment, and most of the changes were present in 
the PEI control group and were dose related (Table 1). None of the 
changes were consistent between the sexes, and no histopathologi-
cal abnormalities were found that were consistent with the observed 
changes in clinical chemistry. Together, these data demonstrate that 
SNS01-T is well tolerated in mice even at doses that exceeded the 
therapeutic levels used in the xenograft studies.

DISCUSSION
This study examines the efficacy of a novel antitumoral agent for 
B-cell cancers. The SNS01-T nanoparticles were effectively taken 
up and induced potent cytotoxicity in cell lines from a diversity 
of B-cell malignancies, yet the same nanoparticles were taken 
up less effectively by, and not cytotoxic to, their normal B-cell 
counterparts. In animal studies, this translated into a broad bio-
distribution with a favorable toxicology profile in healthy mice, 
yet resulted in inhibition of tumor growth in xenograft models 
of MM, MCL, and DLBCL. Because the nucleic acid components 
of SNS01-T selectively target eIF5A, our results highlight eIF5A 
as an important molecular target in MM, MCL, and DLBCL and 
SNS01-T as a therapeutic candidate to treat B-cell cancers.

Figure 3 The plasmid and small interfering RNA (siRNA) components of SNS01-T both contribute to its antitumoral activity in multiple myeloma 
(MM) and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) xenografts. SCID mice were injected subcutaneously with (a) RPMI 8226 or (b) Su-DHL6 cells, and 
treatments were initiated once tumors became palpable. (a,b) Tumor growth for mice receiving intravenous injections of polyethylenimine nanoparticles 
twice per week at a dose of 0.375 mg/kg. Nanoparticles contained either: a nonexpressing control plasmid and nontargeting control siRNA (control 
nanoparticle); the pExp5A plasmid and control siRNA (pExp5A plasmid); control vector and eukaryotic translation initiation factor 5A (eIF5A) siRNA 
(eIF5A siRNA); or pExp5A and eIF5A siRNA (SNS01-T). Error bars represent the SEM; asterisks indicate statistically significant differences (one-way analysis 
of variance, Bonferroni posttest; n = 5 per group, P value ≤ 0.05). (c,d) Survival data for the mice treated in a and b. Significant P values, calculated by 
nonparametric log-rank test comparing control nanoparticle and treatment groups, are indicated. (d) SNS01-T treatment also enhanced survival relative 
to pExp5A or eIF5A siRNA alone (log-rank test; n = 5 per group, P = 0.0019, 0.0021, respectively) RPMI, Roswell Park Memorial Institute.
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An important aspect of this work is the differential uptake 
between B-cell tumor cells and normal B cells. The uptake effi-
ciency of cationic polymers like SNS01-T depends on the charge 
differential between the relatively positive nanoparticle and 
negative charges on the cell surface.30 Cancer cells can display an 
increase in net negative surface charge due to changes in phos-
pholipid composition, fatty acid content, and glyocoslyation,31–36 
which could result in differential interactions at the cell surface 
and consequent uptake of the SNS01-T nanoparticle. Whatever 
the mechanism, the enhanced tumor cell uptake correlates well 
with our biodistribution and toxicology data, suggesting that 
SNS01-T preferentially targets malignant cells for cell death.

Analysis by flow cytometry indicated that lymphoma, but not 
myeloma, cell lines preferentially took up nanoparticles in which 
only plasmid DNA was detectable rather than both plasmid and 
siRNA when transfected with SNS01-T. However, endogenous 
eIF5A was knocked down comparably in MM, MCL, and DLBCL 
cell lines, suggesting that siRNA uptake was adequate to affect bio-
logical activity. Furthermore, treatment of both RPMI 8226 MM 
and SuDHL6 DLBCL xenograft models with nanoparticles con-
taining an inactive plasmid and an eIF5A siRNA demonstrated 
an antitumoral effect, suggesting sufficient uptake of the siRNA 

component of SNS01-T in lymphoma cells in vivo. Overall, our 
data indicate that both the siRNA and plasmid components add 
to the effectiveness of SNS01-T in all three B-cell malignancies 
examined.

Our work appears to contradict a report by Scuoppo et al.37, 
which implicated hypusinated eIF5A as a lymphoma-specific 
tumor suppressor. However, these contradictory results may 
be explained by differences in experimental approach. We used 
SNS01-T to knock down endogenous eIF5A while expressing a 
non-hypusinable form of the protein, inhibiting tumor growth in 
MM, MCL, and DLBCL xenograft models. Scuoppo et al. focused 
on the loss of eIF5A in an Eμ-Myc overexpression mouse model of 
lymphogenesis, which most closely resembles Burkitt lymphoma. 
In that specific context, loss of eIF5A enhanced c-Myc–driven 
tumorigenesis. This is surprising given that hypusinated eIF5A 
can enhance proliferation,34 is overexpressed in several tumor 
types,17,38 and blocking hypusination of eIF5A can inhibit prolifer-
ation in leukemia cell lines.39 Our findings are in line with Nilsson 
et al.40 who showed that inhibiting upstream components of the 
eIF5A pathway in the Eμ-Myc model protects against lymphoma-
genesis. There may be a unique property of Eμ-myc–driven mouse 
tumors that allows for such seemingly contradictory results, as 

Figure 4 SNS01-T inhibits tumor growth in a dose-dependent manner in B-cell xenograft models. (a,b) Tumor response to different doses of 
SNS01-T in JVM2 (mantle cell lymphoma (MCL)) and Su-DHL6 (diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL)) tumors, respectively. In a and b, error bars 
represent the SEM; asterisks indicate P values ≤ 0.05 (one-way analysis of variance, Dunnett’s posttest; n = 5). (c,d) Kaplan–Meier survival curves cor-
responding to the experiments outlined in a and b. Significant P values, calculated by nonparametric log-rank test comparing control nanoparticle 
and treatment groups, are indicated (n = 5). (e) Western blot analysis of individual Su-DHL6 tumor samples 48 hours after control nanoparticle or 
SNS01-T treatment (0.375 mg/kg).
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there are other examples of known oncogenes having tumor-sup-
pressive properties in this background.41 It cannot be extrapolated 
from the results of Scuoppo et al. that depletion of eIF5A induces 
lymphoma in the absence of C-Myc overexpression. We have 
demonstrated that siRNA-induced knockdown of eIF5A inhib-
its tumor growth, and this tumor-suppressive effect is enhanced 
when combined with expression of the non-hypusinable pExp5A 
transgene.11 Thus, within the context of our experiments, loss of 
endogenous eIF5A does not promote tumor growth. Future work 
designed to elucidate factors that influence eIF5A function will 
provide a clearer understanding of the contexts where eIF5A 
modulation can be most effective and allow identification of 
patients most likely to benefit from SNS01-T treatment.

Our work provides evidence that targeting eIF5A with SNS01-T 
could become a viable treatment strategy for MM, MCL, and 
DLBCL. SNS01-T is currently being investigated in a multisite, open-
label phase 1b/2a dose-escalation study in patients with relapsed or 
refractory MM, MCL, or DLBCL (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov; 

Identifier: NCT01435720). The synergy we demonstrate between 
SNS01-T and current standard-of-care drugs further emphasizes 
the potential therapeutic utility of SNS01-T. Finally, because the 
promoter of the pExp5A plasmid can be exchanged to selectively 
induce expression in specific cell types, there may be utility for 
SNS01-T–like therapeutics in a range of human malignancies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
siRNAs and plasmids. Construction of the pExp5A plasmid and sequences 
of the eIF5A siRNA used in this study were described previously.10,11 
The control siRNA used in this study is a validated nontargeting siRNA 
(Dharmacon; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).

SNS01-T nanoparticle formation and characterization. To prepare 1 ml 
of SNS01-T nanoparticles, 50 μg of plasmid DNA and 25 μg of siRNA were 
diluted in 5 mmol/l tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) (pH 7.4) 
and 5% glucose to a total volume of 500 μl. Nine microliters of in vivo-jet-
PEI (Polyplus Transfection, Illkirch, France) was diluted in 5 mmol/l Tris 
(pH 7.4) and 5% glucose to a total volume of 500 μl in a separate tube. The 

Figure 5 Combinatorial treatment with SNS01-T and lenalidomide (Len) is more effective than either drug alone. (a) RPMI 8226 or (b) JVM2 xeno-
grafts were treated with control nanoparticles, SNS01-T, Len, or a combination of SNS01-T and Len at the indicated dosages. Means ± SEM are shown; 
asterisks indicate statistically significant differences (one-way analysis of variance, Bonferroni posttest; n = 5 per group, P value < 0.05). (c,d) Kaplan–Meier 
survival curves for the data obtained in a and b, respectively. Significant P values, calculated by nonparametric log-rank test comparing control nanopar-
ticle and treatment groups, are indicated (n = 5 per group). (c) Survival was obtained for mice given two cycles of treatment with an 11-day rest period 
between cycles and a 2-week observation window (Obs) after the second cycle was complete. Here, the combination of SNS01-T and Len enhanced sur-
vival relative to Len treatment alone (log-rank test; n = 5 per group, P = 0.0068). (d) The SNS01-T/Len combination treatment enhanced survival relative 
to either Len or SNS01-T alone (log-rank test; n = 5 per group, P = 0.0066 and P = 0.0018, respectively) RPMI, Roswell Park Memorial Institute.
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diluted nucleic acids and diluted PEI were then mixed to create nanopar-
ticles with an N/P ratio of 6. Larger volumes (50 and 400 ml) of SNS01-T 
were prepared in the same manner by slow addition of diluted nucleic 
acids to a solution of diluted in vivo-jetPEI stirring in disposable spinner 
flasks (Corning, Corning, NY). Particle size and zeta potential were deter-
mined as previously described.11

Cell culture. The KAS-6/1 human MM cell line was obtained from John 
Lust (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN). KAS-6/1 cells were maintained 
in S10 culture media (RPMI-1640 + 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)  
+ 4 ng/ml recombinant human interleukin 6). All other B-cell lines were 
obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and 
maintained in RPMI-1640 media + 10% FBS. Cord blood CD19+ B cells 
were obtained from Lonza (Allendale, NJ) and maintained in lympho-
cyte growth media 3. Normal B cells were not passaged prior to treat-
ments. Hep3B-βhCG-C4 cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified 
Eagle medium + 10% FBS and 0.3 µg/ml puromycin.26 Cell lines were 
maintained in a humidified chamber at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

Cryo–transmission electron microscopy. Cryo–transmission electron 
microscopy was performed by NanoImaging Services (La Jolla, CA). 
SNS01-T samples were preserved in vitrified ice supported by carbon-
coated holey carbon films on 400-mesh copper grids. Samples were pre-
pared by applying a 3 μl drop of undiluted sample suspension to a cleaned 
grid, blotting excess with filter paper, and immediately vitrifying in liq-
uid ethane. Electron microscopy was performed using a cryostage main-
tained below −170 °C, using an FEI Tecnai T12 electron microscope (FEI, 
Hillsboro, OR), operating at 120 keV equipped with an FEI Eagle 4K × 4K 
charge-coupled device camera.

Potency assay/reverse transcriptase qPCR. KAS-6/1, JVM2, and Su-DHL6 
cells were seeded in media containing 1% FBS at 1 × 106 cells per ml on 
six-well plates and incubated with 33 µl (Su-DHL6) or 50 µl (KAS-6/1, 
JVM2) of SNS01-T or controls for 4 hours. For Hep3B-βhCG-C4 cells, 
1 × 105 cells per ml in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle Medium + 5% FBS were 
seeded on 24-well plates and transfected with 7.5 µl of SNS01-T or controls 
for 4 hours. The cells were incubated in media with 10% FBS for a fur-
ther 24 hours. Total RNA was isolated (GenElute Mammalian Total RNA 
Miniprep Kit, Sigma, St Louis, MO) and used as a template for comple-
mentary DNA synthesis (Omniscript RT Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). 
Reverse transcriptase qPCR was performed as previously described.11

XTT assay. XTT assays were performed using the Cell Proliferation Kit 
II(11465015001, Roche, Mannheim, Germany). Cells were treated with a 
dilution series of SNS01-T or the appropriate controls for 48 hours prior 
to XTT treatment. Drug combination studies were performed using the 
Chou-Talalay method at a 1:1.25 constant ratio.42,43 Absorbances were 
measured on a Multiskan Spectrum UV/Vis microplate spectrophotom-
eter (Thermo Scientific) at 450 nm and a reference wavelength of 650 nm. 
IC50 values were calculated using GraphPad Prism 4.0 software (Prism 
GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA), and synergy was determined by cal-
culating the combination index using CompuSyn software (ComboSyn, 
Paramus, NJ).

Western blot analysis. RPMI 8226 cells were treated with SNS01-T (2µg/
ml), bortezomib (2.5 ng/ml), or a combination of SNS01-T and bortezo-
mib at a ratio of 1:1.25 for 48 hours. Cell lysate was prepared and quan-
tified as previously described.11 Forty-eight hours after treatment with 
0.375 mg/kg of control nanoparticle or SNS01-T, Su-DHL6 tumor tissue 

Figure 6 SNS01-T synergizes with bortezomib (Bort) to induce cytotoxicity and inhibit multiple myeloma (MM) tumor growth. (a) RPMI 
8226 cells were treated with increasing doses of SNS01-T and Bort at a constant ratio of 1:1.25 for 48 hours. Cytotoxicity was measured by XTT, 
and synergy was determined using CompuSyn software. Mean ± SEM is shown (n = 3); an asterisk indicates P values ≤ 0.05 (two-way analysis of  
variance (ANOVA), Bonferroni posttest) compared with Bort, and a yen symbol indicates P values ≤ 0.05 compared with SNS01-T. S, SNS01-T; B, Bort.  
(b) Effect of SNS01-T, Bort, or both on the growth of RPMI 8226 xenografts. Error bars represent the SEM; asterisks indicate P values < 0.05 (one-way 
ANOVA, Bonferroni posttest; n = 5). Ctl nano, control nanoparticle. (c) Western blot analysis of RPMI 8226 cells after single or combination treatments 
of SNS01-T and Bort for 48 hours. RPMI, Roswell Park Memorial Institute.
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was homogenized in radio immunoprecipitation assay buffer (Sigma) 
using a dounce homogenizer. Lysates were sonicated, centrifuged at 4 
°C for 15 minutes, and the supernatant was quantified using a BCA kit 
(Sigma). Proteins were detected using the following antibodies: eIF5A 
(611977, BD Transduction Laboratories, BD Biosciences, Mississauga, 
Canada), hypusine-eIF5A (Mirmira lab, Indiana University, Indianapolis, 

IN),44 β-actin (612657, BD Transduction Laboratories), and MCL-1 (4572, 
Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA).

Flow cytometry. For flow cytometric analysis of nanoparticle transfection, 
pExp5A plasmid was labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) fol-
lowing the protocol provided (Label IT Tracker Fluorescein Kit, Mirus 

Figure 7 SNS01-T is well tolerated in healthy animals. (a) Timeline of toxicological and pharmacological testing. (b) Plasmid biodistribution in 
male mice after a single dose (day 2) or 12 doses (day 40) of SNS01-T (n = 5). BM, bone marrow. (c) Biodistribution of small interfering RNA (siRNA) 
in tissues from male mice after 1 and 12 doses (days 2 and 40), and 2 and 4 weeks recovery posttreatment (days 53 and 67). Data indicate the mean 
± SEM (n = 5). (d) Plasmid and siRNA clearance as a percentage of the quantity on day 40, based on the data in panels b and c. 1Injection site; n/a, 
not available.
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Table 1. Changes in hematology and clinical chemistry after 40 days of SNS01-T treatment

Sex Test article Dose (mg/kg) Increased compared with vehicle control Decreased compared with vehicle control

Male Control 
nanoparticle

0.5 Monocytes Bicarbonate

Potassium Alkaline phosphatase

Lactate dehydrogenase

SNS01-T 0.25 Bicarbonate

SNS01-T 0.5 Monocytes Bicarbonate

Potassium Alkaline phosphatase

Lactate dehydrogenase Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration

White blood cells

Lymphocytes

Female Control 
nanoparticle

0.5 Lactate dehydrogenase Creatine phosphokinase

SNS01-T 0.25 Creatine phosphokinase

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration

SNS01-T 0.5 Creatine phosphokinase
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Bio, Madison, WI), MIR7025) to a final plasmid (pExp5A-FITC) concen-
tration of 2 μg/μl. EIF5A siRNA conjugated with DY547 was synthesized 
by Thermo Scientific and diluted to a concentration of 1 μg/μl. SNS01-T 
nanoparticles were prepared using either labeled plasmid (with unlabeled 
siRNA), labeled siRNA (with unlabeled plasmid), or both (SNS01-T-Fluor), 
and 10 μl was added to cell suspensions diluted to 1 × 106 cells per ml in 
media and seeded at 0.3 ml per well in a 24-well plate. Four hours later, the 
cells were harvested, washed, and resuspended with 500 μl fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS) buffer. The percentage of SNS01-T uptake in 
cells was assessed on a FACSVantage SE or FACSCalibur flow cytometer 
(BD Scientific, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Cells transfected with siRNA and plas-
mid without PEI were used as a control, and the data shown represent the 
values with this PEI-negative control subtracted.

To examine viability, normal B cells and RPMI 8226 cells were left 
untreated or transfected with pExp5A and siRNA without PEI (PEI-
negative) or transfected with SNS01-T for 24 hours. The unfixed cells 
were then stained with propidium iodide, and propidium iodide–positive 
cells were quantified on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer.

For the SNS01-T/bortezomib apoptosis analysis, 0.4 ml of cells was 
seeded at 0.5 × 106 cells/ml in a 24-well plate. SNS01-T (1.25 µg/ml) and 
bortezomib (1.56 ng/ml) were given either as single agents or at a ratio of 
1:1.25. Forty-eight hours later, the cells were harvested and stained with 
propidium iodide and annexin as per the manufacturer’s instructions (BD 
Biosciences). The percentage propidium iodide- and annexin-positive 
cells was analyzed on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Scientific).

Confocal microscopy. For microscopic analysis of SNS01-T uptake, RPMI 
8226 cells were grown in RPMI-1640 media without phenol red supple-
mented with 10% FBS. RPMI 8226 cells were seeded at 300,000 cells per 
well in four-chamber culture dishes and incubated at 37 °C overnight. 
Fluorescently-labeled SNS01-T (SNS01-T-fluor) consisted of FITC-
conjugated pExp5A prepared as outlined above and eIF5A siRNA conju-
gated with DY647 (Thermo Scientific). Each well was treated with 10 μl 
of SNS01-T-fluor or controls. After 4 hours, treated cells were transferred 
to sterile microcentrifuge tubes, centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1,000g and 
resuspended in 100 μl of phosphate-buffered saline. The cell suspensions 
were transferred to microscope slides and examined using a Zeiss LSM 
S10 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a Blue 
488 nm argon–ion laser with 505LP and 530/30 band pass for FITC and 
using an FL-4 filter/channel with 650/670 band pass for DY647.

Toxicology and biodistribution studies. Pharmacokinetic and toxicology 
studies were performed by BioReliance Corporation (Rockville, MD) under 
Good Laboratory Practices. ICR mice were randomized into groups by body 
weight. Animals received either a single intravenous injection of vehicle, 
control nanoparticle (0.5 mg/kg), or SNS01-T (0.25 or 0.5 mg/kg) or were 
dosed by intravenous injection twice per week for 6 weeks. Animals were 
either sacrificed immediately following the end of dosing or were allowed 
to recover for 2 or 4 weeks. Body weight and clinical observations were 
monitored weekly or daily, respectively, throughout the study. Blood samples 
were collected for evaluation of whole blood hematology, serum chemistry 
parameters, and clinical pathology on days 2, 40, 53, and 67. For biodistribu-
tion samples, the PCR necropsy procedure involved a systematic dissection 
of the animal viscera and carcass to avoid cross contamination of tissues. 
Blood was collected from the retro-orbital sinus into sterile tubes and snap 
frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after collection. For DNA analysis, a 
portion of each tissue was snap frozen, stored at −60 °C and used for detec-
tion of pExp5A plasmid DNA by TaqMan (Integrated DNA Technologies, 
Coralville, IA). Tissues collected for siRNA analysis were stored in RNALater, 
and micro RNA/siRNA was isolated using miRNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) and 
used to generate complementary DNA using a stem-loop RT primer fol-
lowed by qPCR to quantify siRNA copies. Clinical chemistry and hematol-
ogy data were analyzed by Dunnett’s t-test.

Tumor models. All studies involving animals were conducted in 
accordance with the guidelines set out by the University of Waterloo 
Animal Care Committee (Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) as established 
by the Canadian Council on Animal Care and the Province of Ontario 
Animals for Research Act. The mice were housed in a pathogen-free ani-
mal facility at the University of Waterloo. To generate the RPMI 8226, 
JVM2, and Su-DHL6 tumor models, female CB17-SCID mice (Charles 
River Laboratories, Saint-Constant, Canada) at 4–6 weeks of age were 
implanted subcutaneously with 1.2 × 107, 2.5 × 106, and 1.2 × 107 cells, 
respectively. Animals were randomized into groups based on tumor size, 
and treatment was initiated when tumor volumes approximated 50 mm3. 
The mice were treated by intravenous tail vein injection twice weekly for 
6 weeks. Animals were dosed with 0.09 mg (nucleic acid)/kg to 0.75 mg/
kg of PEI nanoparticles. Nanoparticles contained either: a nonexpress-
ing control plasmid and nontargeting control siRNA (control nanopar-
ticle); the pExp5A plasmid and control siRNA (pExp5A plasmid); control 
vector and eIF5A siRNA (eIF5A siRNA); or pExp5A and eIF5A siRNA 
(SNS01-T). In the drug combination studies, 0.5 mg/kg of bortezomib 
were injected intraperitoneally twice weekly for 6 weeks, while one round 
of lenalidomide dosing consisted of intraperitoneal injections five times 
per week at 15 or 50 mg/kg for 6 weeks.45–47 Tumors were measured twice 
weekly with digital calipers. Tumor volume was calculated using the equa-
tion: tumor volume (mm3) = length * width2 * 0.5. Mice were euthanized 
by CO2 inhalation at the termination of each study or upon reaching end 
point.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Figure S1. SNS01-T plasmid activity is specific to B-cells.
Figure S2. SNS01-T and bortezomib synergize in KAS-6/1 cells.
Figure S3. Biodistribution of SNS01-T components in healthy female 
mice.
Table S1. Comparison of SNS01-T and SNS01-T-fluor.
Table S2. Cytotoxicity of SNS01-T in B cell cancer cell lines.
Materials and Methods
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